having eaten his dinners at the Inner Temple, he was duly qualified to exercise the legal profession, and was called to the Bar. So far as I know, he never had or tried to obtain a brief, but none the less he was entitled to call himself Barrister-at-law, and remained a member of that highly respectable and rigid Trade Union until the day of his death.
One generation back from this caricature of a particular type of English gentleman, however, the lineage changed. Hyndman came, he said, 'like most well-to-do people of the upper middle class in this island, from decent piratical stock'. His grandfather, who at one period had been 'compelled to play the violin in public houses', became a planter and slave-owner in Demerara (part of what became British Guiana), and had prospered both from extraordinary profits in speculative purchases of estates from alarmed Dutch resident planters at the time of cession of Demerara to Britain, and from 'the ordinary profits of his plantations being steadily forthcoming on a large scale from the beneficial toil of his well-nourished negroes'. 'And here I may add', Hyndman continued, that, bad as chattel slavery is from every point of view, the big plantations were not by any means bad places for the Negroes in the time of my grand-father. They enjoyed a good standard of life, they were fairly educated, and they were not allowed by law to work more than 45 hours a week. If I had my choice of being a negro slave on a well-kept estate in the West Indies, or a sweated free white wageearner in one of our great cities for the whole of my life, I know very well which I should prefer. 1 Hyndman himself, born in 1842 after Emancipation, sold off the last of his grandfather's plantations as his father's administrator. His family story of the expropriation, transformation and consumption of wealth derived from the enslaved, his rhetorical distancing devices, his ignorance of the laws governing the enslaved and his contention that colonial enslavement was preferable to wage-labour in Britain, all indeed appear to condense the experience of a broader swathe of British 'well-to-do people of the upper middle class' at the time of Emancipation, more fully than perhaps he intended. His one material omission is the fact that his father John Beckles Hyndman received over forty thousand pounds as compensation for the loss of his 'property' in the eight hundred enslaved people on his two plantations upon Emancipation, out of the total of twenty million pounds which the British government granted to the owners of the enslaved. 2 But how truly representative were the Hyndmans, or indeed any of the other famous individual British slave-owners of the 1820s and 1830s such as John Gladstone, William's father, whom Eric Williams used as such a powerful symbol in Capitalism and Slavery? 3 Against the background of a historiography generally characterized by anecdotal examples of British slave-owning, it is the aim of this article, in drawing on the records of the Slave Compensation Commission which administered the distribution of the twenty million pounds paid to slave-owners, to map more systematically the recipients of this compensation money in metropolitan Britain by geography, class and gender.
As the bicentennial of the abolition of the slave-trade is marked, and the question is explored of what is being remembered and why, it appears important to interrogate the memory also of the end of colonial slavery itself, thirty years later. It has previously been largely assumed that slaveownership was a marginal activity in Britain by the 1830s, that there was a well-developed mercantile system of consignment and credit which bled off the remaining profits of a fragile plantation economy for the benefit of a handful of metropolitan merchants concentrated in London, Liverpool and Bristol, and that the conflict over slavery in Britain was played out between the abolitionists, backed by extraordinary public support, and a small number of spokesmen for the West India Committee, a narrow sectional interest fighting in a lost cause. This article argues instead that, in addition to the mercantile interest, large-scale slave-ownership or financial exposure to slavery was widespread amongst an Anglican rural gentry class, while small-scale slave-holding was common in a number of urban centres of polite society. Slavery was not physically present in Britain as it was in the southern US, Cuba or Brazil, and of course the distance from the reality of the experience played a central part in the representation and self-representation of slave-owners by their opponents and themselves. But the abolition of the slave-trade did not end Britain's intimate relationship with slavery. Slave-ownership had become commoditized, converted into financial property and conveyed between generations and genders by the full range of available techniques of management and control governing other types of property. ' [T]he grand object of every West India planter', wrote the London merchant and slave-owner John Robley in 1808, was ultimately to 'place the income derived from property in the West Indies, upon a permanent security at all resembling a revenue derived from a landed estate in Europe.' 4 Slave-ownership within Britain was passed on by inheritance and by marriage settlement, underlining the way in which 'slave property' had been subsumed into the wider world of landed-property norms. 5 Nor was this process of transmission confined to those enslaved who were attached to large colonial estates: smaller groups of enslaved in the British Caribbean, usually rented out for service work in colonial towns, were routinely bequeathed across generations of absentee owners in Britain. 6 As a result, after 1807 slavery increasingly pervaded particular strata and localities of Britain by virtue of direct slave-ownership or indirect financial dependence on the slave-economy. Slave-owning also lost some of its taint as it was transformed into financial assets, into annuities, marriage settlements and legacies. The payment of compensation was central to the final dismantling of the slave-system, and when that compensation was offered to slave-owners in the 1830s there was, in effect, a feeding frenzy amongst sections of the British elites over the compensation money, a frenzy which drew thousands of Britons into asserting their ownership of slaves once the state attached specific and immediate monetary value to the claims of ownership. In seeking to demonstrate how widespread slave-ownership was within particular groups, and how concentrated those groups were, this article seeks to re-root slavery in the historiography of British society in the 'Age of Reform'. At the same time, the destinations of the compensation money appear highly relevant to discussions in contemporary Britain of potential reparations for slavery.
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The idea of payment of compensation to slave-owners in exchange for the freedom of their slaves had divided the anti-slavery movement in the 1820s and early 1830s. The legitimacy of the notion of 'property in men' was challenged as a matter of principle, in a period when other forms of property established in the eighteenth century, such as public office or patronage of rotten boroughs, were also increasingly contested. 7 But there was also acquiescence in the practical consequence of Canning's Resolutions of 1823, which had set out the demand for Emancipation 'with a fair and equitable consideration of the interests of private property'. The owners -and many others -took this last phrase to be a commitment to compensation. Substantial disagreement took place within the political nation as to the mode and the amount of compensation, however, and those tensions are visible beneath the fragile consensus between abolitionists and slave-owners around amelioration in the mid 1820s. The emergence of 'immediatism' among the abolitionists and the formation of the Whig government in 1830 triggered a more intense though still intermittent and protracted negotiation between the state and the slave-owners over the form of Emancipation and the nature of compensation. 8 It culminated in the Slavery Abolition Act of 28 August 1833 (or, to give its full and revealing title, 'An Act for the abolition of slavery throughout the British colonies, for promoting the industry of the manumitted slaves, and for compensating the persons hitherto entitled to the services of such slaves'). The Act provided for the award of twenty million pounds (plus interest from 1 August 1834) to the owners of 'slave property' in the British colonies other than Ceylon and St Helena, and the imposition of a period of forced labour known as 'apprenticeship' which bound the enslaved to unpaid labour for a further four to six years from 1 August 1834. 9 The value in today's terms of the monetary compensation finally agreed and passed in the Abolition Act can be considered in various ways.
Pure consumer-price escalation would suggest the compensation would be worth perhaps one and a half billion pounds, and that H. M. Hyndman's father received the equivalent of three million pounds. However, inflationary adjustments are notoriously difficult: urban property values, for example, would suggest a much higher equivalence today. Setting the compensation in the context of public spending provides a different dimension. The British state of the 1830s was much smaller than it is today, and as a percentage of government receipts or expenditure for the year, twenty million pounds was a huge amount: it would equate to over one hundred billion pounds today. Conversely, the state was also much more indebted in the 1830s in the aftermath of the Napoleonic Wars than it is today, and as a comparable increase in the National Debt, the current equivalent of the compensation would be eleven billion pounds. Finally, in relation to the size of the economy, the twenty million pounds compensation would be equivalent to around sixty-five billion pounds today. Whatever measure is adopted, there is no question that the amount of compensation was highly material both to the British state and to the recipients.
The Abolition Act established Commissioners of Arbitration ('the Slave Compensation Commission' or 'the Commission') with a professional staff to administer the compensation. The Commission, whose offices were at 25 Great George Street until 1838, then at 12 Manchester Buildings, was briefly chaired by the lawyer Charles Christopher Pepys (later Lord Chancellor and First Earl of Cottenham) and subsequently by John Bonham Carter, MP for Portsmouth. It comprised three salaried members, James Lewis (ex-speaker of the Jamaican Assembly), Hastings Elwin and Henry Frederick Stephenson (both lawyers) and three non-salaried members, John George Shaw-Lefevre (of the Colonial Department and later Vice-Chancellor of London University), Thomas Amyot (the Registrar of Slaves) and Samuel Duckworth (a barrister). In January 1835, two further Commissioners were appointed, R. W. Hay and James Stephen, both of the Colonial Department. The Secretary, Henry Hill, had been Secretary to the Commission of Colonial Legal Inquiry for ten years. 10 In handling over forty-five thousand individual claims from owners of eight hundred thousand enslaved, the Commission built on the resource provided by the Slave Registers, an instrument of governmentality requiring triennial registration of slaves in the colonies, of which abolitionists had made good use in confronting slave-owners with details of the mortality rates for the enslaved on specific estates. In contrast to the American loyalist compensation, the slave-compensation was designed as an orderly bureaucratic process with published rules and regulations and governmental procedures, consistent with other findings on the professionalization of government in the 1830s. 11 However, while there are many signs of recognizably modern modes of government in the compensation process, the correspondence of slave-owners with the Commission also highlights its novel character in a period of transition in the nature of government. A number of correspondents continued to proceed on the traditional basis of petitioning government ministers, or petitioning the Commissioners themselves. John Sandbach of Liverpool wrote to Viscount Sandon in 1835 stating that he and his family were legatees under the will of the late owner of Ramble plantation in Manchester, Jamaica, but that he had been unable to obtain any information about the compensation, and was thus appealing to Sandon for help: 'Having been a canvasser for your lordship at the most recent election, and a member of your subcommittee at Edge Hill, will I hope induce your lordship to excuse my being thus troublesome'. 12 While such networks of patronage were activated, the records carry no indication that decision-making as to awards was thereby influenced, and the Commission (at least until it was overwhelmed with the volume of work in the summer of 1835) appears uniformly responsive to all correspondents, usually replying on the following day to each letter in the mass it received. Nevertheless, patronage did on occasion secure a fuller response than might otherwise have been obtained. For example, the Hon. James King of Gantry Castle in Tipperary, brother of Lord Kingston and parliamentary candidate for the County of Cork in 1837 and the University of Dublin in 1841, writing via Sir George Grey, intervened on behalf of the 'poor widow and children' of the late Gerald Shaw, who 'recently called on him': the Commission secretariat gave King in response an estimate of the value of the compensation in St Vincent ('perhaps it may be for £25 to £30 each'), whereas elsewhere it declined to give such estimates. 13 Henry Hill, the secretary, was known to a number of the slave-owners: several letters to the Commission extended personal greetings to him and his family.
What is striking, although unsurprising, is the absence of the enslaved as individuals, indeed as people, from the records of the Commission. There are a handful of cases where the enslaved themselves erupt into the Commission's records as they seek to use the procedures of Emancipation to their benefit, and a handful of others where individual slaves are named. In St Vincent, for example, two enslaved mariners, Joe aged forty-eight and Sam aged twenty-eight, 'claimed and obtained their freedom under the 3rd section of the Abolition Act. They have been in England'.
14 Again in St Vincent, two enslaved women, Abba and Kitty Brown, formerly belonging to James Wilson, MP for York, filed proceedings in the colonial court against Wilson's executors to obtain their freedom. 15 George Westby petitioned the Commission from 38 Dorset Square in London on behalf of Mrs Mary Tate, who had bought an enslaved woman called Integrity for £320 currency with a loan from Westby: the father of Integrity was to pay off the loan in instalments and so free his daughter. But upon the Emancipation Act, the mother of Integrity claimed her own freedom for being in England thirty or forty years before and freedom for Integrity herself 'on being born at sea'. In a savage irony, four enslaved women in Honduras 'named and described in the foregoing registry viz. Maria, Mary Ann, Harriet and Mary, were accidentally drowned up the River Sibun when on their passage to Belize for the purpose of being valued, as officially notified to me [the Registrar] by Alexander France', who was nevertheless compensated for the dead enslaved. 16 But with these few exceptions, the compensation process was structured by different categories of information than the identity of the enslaved: 'The names of individual slaves afford no clue in this Office to the Claims for compensation which may have been filed for them, the Valuation Returns merely specifying the numbers and classes of the slaves claimed and not their names', the Commission advised Margaret McGie of Edinburgh, who was seeking to establish a counter-claim for several slaves in St Elizabeth, Jamaica.
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The Commission was charged with unpicking the various types of claims of ownership or entitlement amongst different colonial and metropolitan parties which had accreted over specific slaves or groups of slaves.
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Mortgages or annuities secured on an estate were typically secured also on the enslaved people attached to that estate. The compensation process thus allowed many annuitants in Britain, usually but not exclusively women, to recoup arrears of annuities. Hence for example Elizabeth Gale Vidal of Ideford, Co. Devon was awarded £1,050 for the three and a half years' arrears on her annuity of £300 secured on the Berkshire Hall estate in St Thomas-in-the-Vale. 19 As a result of the cumulative accretion of different claims -whether of ownership or of financial obligation -'slave property' was contested, within families, between families, between mortgagors and mortgagees, between owners and consignees, between trustees and beneficiaries, and between executors and legatees. Three and a half thousand awards were formally 'contested', that is subject to counter-claims filed by rival claimants: the bulk of these were for large-scale awards although there were disputes over the compensation for single slaves. In addition, the Commission paid compensation in 157 cases into the Court of Chancery in England and in 188 cases into colonial courts, to await court judgements in pre-existing suits as to the appropriate party to receive compensation. Beyond the formallycontested claims, many more were subject to rival claims, but evidence in the Commission records suggests negotiated settlements were reached between competing claimants in order to avoid the delay imposed on formallycontested awards. For every successful claimant in a contested case, there was a corresponding disappointed party, and the records contain a litany of rancour and bitterness over failure in the compensation process.
The Commission formally closed its business in 1840, although claims were still handled into the mid 1840s. The Commission published a Parliamentary Return in 1838 of awards made up to that date, at the request of the abolitionist Irish MP Daniel O'Connell, which gives by colony the names of awardees, the number of slaves and the monetary value of each award. 20 The Parliamentary Return does not give the location of the claimant, the estates for which claims were made, the capacity in which the claimant made the claim (whether as owner, tenant for life, trustee, executor, mortgagee, or annuitant) or the 'path to ownership'. Much of this additional information, however, can be pieced together from the underlying records of the Commission, and this article draws on those records to provide as complete a picture as possible of the ownership of the enslaved in the colonies of the West Indies and the Caribbean, which accounted for some eighty-five per cent of the total compensation of twenty million pounds. 21 
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In analysing the patterns of slave-ownership, three categories of differentiation have been deployed which require comment. The first division is between 'absentee' and 'resident'. In using this distinction it is not intended to minimize the mobility between colony and metropole which characterized a number of slave-owners. Families and individuals display physical patterns of movement backwards and forwards across the Atlantic for social, educational, medical and commercial reasons, and took on hybrid identities. An example of such hybridity is shown by the death-notice 'at Park-place, Highgate, deeply lamented, Lucy, widow of the late James Sadler Esq. of Wey-hill and Port Morison plantations, in the Island of Jamaica, and of Highgate, England aged 59'. 22 Again, Andrew Gregory Johnston, who claimed for 147 enslaved in Portland and who died in Jamaica was described as 'of Fritton-Hall Suffolk and Anchovy-Valley'. 23 Temporary residence in England was by no means uncommon: Forster Clarke, for example, registered his own slaves in Barbados in 1834, but personally collected his compensation money in London in 1836: when Thome and Kimball visited Clarke's Horton plantation in 1837 they described it as 'an estate owned by Forster Clarke, Esq., an attorney for 22 estates, who is now temporarily living in England'. 24 Elizabeth Samuells, 'of Trelawny (but now of Holloway and about to sail for Jamaica)' assigned her compensation for five enslaved to the London merchant Petty Vaughan. 25 Nor is it intended in deploying the category of 'absentee' to blur the diverse experiences of those within it, who comprised radically different individuals: metropolitan inheritors of estates who may never have visited their property, returnee slave-owners who had built up their own estates before retiring to Britain, mortgagees who had foreclosed, owners of two or three slaves who had inherited them or acquired them while on a tour of duty in the West Indies, or annuitants and legatees financially dependent on the slave-economy of which they had no first-hand experience.
The category of 'resident' is probably still more precarious, because of the continuing tradition of seeking to earn a fortune in the colonies and then to return to the metropole. The most common form of mobility was thus that of retirement to Britain, as was the case with William Miller, 'the Attorney-General'. When Miller testified to the Select Committee on Apprenticeship, set up in 1836 to examine the working of the system of forced labour under the Abolition Act, he portrayed himself as definitively back from Jamaica, and as the owner of very few enslaved. 26 A 'resident' can thus be seen in many cases as simply a potential absentee intercepted by premature death.
Nevertheless, 'absentee' and 'resident' have been retained as shorthand categories because they allow quantification of the extent to which slave-ownership had become truly a metropolitan as well as colonial phenomenon. The 'absentee' category includes all those who at the time of the payment of the compensation were domiciled in Britain and Ireland and not clearly simply visiting. Thus it excludes Forster Clarke, known to be only a temporary visitor to the metropolis. 'Resident' describes those domiciled in the West Indies at the time of Emancipation but not known to be visiting: a high proportion of these later returned or (if Creole, that is born in the West Indies) emigrated to Britain.
The second analytical category is of 'mercantile' versus 'rentier' owners. There were significant commonalties between the two: both absentee merchants and absentee rentiers relied, by definition, on the management of the enslaved by intermediaries, and both were thus distanced both geographically and personally from the realities of enforcing the slavesystem. In other respects, too, the distinction was not always clear-cut. For example, the journal of Samuel Boddington, senior partner in a leading London West India merchant firm, is an account of a rentier lifestyle, an agreeable leisured life rooted in the circle of Lord and Lady Holland and membership of the King of Clubs, in which slavery and compensation receive not one line: yet Boddington continued as an active merchant throughout this period and received very substantial compensation from the Commission (and does record in his journal the deaths of his mercantile partners).
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More problematically, the mercantile/rentier categories are not stable over time: merchants aspired to and achieved rentier status. John Bellingham Inglis, for example, a partner in the London merchant firm of Inglis Ellice at the time of Emancipation and recipient as mortgagee of compensation for 165 slaves in St Lucia, died in London in 1870 aged ninety-one, and was described then as 'a person of sedentary and literary pursuits', the owner of bonds, especially of Turkish bonds, which were the subject of a suit over Inglis's will between his executors and his maidservant. 28 Again, however, there is a meaningful distinction to hold in place at least in the period of the compensation process, between active capitalists engaged in enterprise directly related to the slave-economy, even if that was not their exclusive focus, and passive capitalists for whom 'slave property' represented a source of income without any form of active involvement in the supply of goods or financial services to the colonies. S. D. Smith has recently advanced the notion of 'gentry capitalism' to capture the involvement of local networks of commercially active landed families such as the Harewoods in the eighteenth century in international (especially colonial) trade and enterprise. 29 But the Harewoods as slave-owners passed from active enterprise to rentier status over generations: while it is perhaps difficult to specify the tipping point, the family was recognizably rentier by the 1830s.
The third analytical distinction is within Britain by geography. Slaveowners, whether merchants or rentiers, have been characterized in the analysis below by geography, for instance as 'London' or 'Bristol'. Again, ambiguities arise, a few in the case of merchants with ties and presences in two or more financial communities; but more with rentiers, many of whom had both London and country addresses. Judgements have been made in order to classify such slave-owners by 'primary' residence.
There has long been a concern that the Parliamentary Return detailing payments by the Commission does not tell the whole story of the compensation, because the beneficiary of the compensation may not in fact have been the same as the recipient. 30 This could arise in one of two ways. The first is if the recipient named in the Parliamentary Return were acting not on his or her own account, but as trustee or executor for unrelated beneficiaries. Certainly, the Parliamentary Return lists have recently misled the Synod of the Church of England, which was informed in 2006 that Henry Philpotts, the Bishop of Exeter, 'and his business associates' had received compensation as slave-owners in the 1830s. 31 In fact, Philpotts and the other awardees were trustees of the deceased Earl of Dudley, and while such a trustee role could give very substantial control over and access to funds held under trust, the bald identification of Philpotts as beneficiary and slave-owner is not tenable. However, as this example indicates, the records of the Commission underlying the highly summary Parliamentary Return data do help clarify the nature of the recipients' roles. In principle, the claim forms issued and recorded by the Commission required claimants to state the capacity in which they acted, and in the bulk of cases they did. Fewer, however, specified the beneficiary (in contrast to the example of the Earl of Dudley). In general, the more contested a claim, the more information as to the claimants and their backgrounds is present in the Commission archives.
The second and more material reservation has been over 'mercantile interception', the suspicion that metropolitan merchants had, as creditors, appropriated compensation which nominally had been awarded to a proprietor. The records of the Commission, including the ledgers of the National Debt Office recording the signatures of those who actually collected the compensation money, suggest that such interception left traces. Where a merchant had filed a counter-claim against a proprietor and then dropped that counter-claim, but had nevertheless physically collected the compensation, grounds for suspecting mercantile interception are so strong that such cases have been categorized in the analysis below as 'mercantile'.
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For the purposes of analysis, the thirty thousand awards to owners of the enslaved in the colonies of the British West Indies and the Caribbean have been divided into two categories: awards above £500 and those below £500. 33 As is widely recognized, the majority of slave-owners owned only a handful of slaves: eighteen thousand of the awards went to owners of fewer than five enslaved, and therefore fall into the second category, of awards below £500. The overwhelming majority of these small-scale owners of enslaved were resident in the colonies, largely urban owners of enslaved men and women engaged as domestic servants or in other areas of the service economy. Conversely, the majority of the enslaved were held on sizeable production units of fifty or more enslaved people, and fall into the first category of award. Hence, awards above £500 accounted for only one-sixth of the total number of awards but over four-fifths of the total number of enslaved and of the compensation money awarded (Chart 1).
The awards over £500 have been examined claim by claim to identify exactly who were the recipients. Of 5,029 awards over £500, the recipients in 4,260, accounting for almost ninety per cent. of the monetary compensation paid in awards over £500 (and over seventy per cent. of the overall monetary compensation), have been positively identified from the Commission records, from other primary sources or from secondary sources, so that the individuals named as recipients are known to be resident or absentee, and their function (whether owner, mortgagee, trustee or executor) is known. In the majority of cases where claimants were acting as trustees or executors, but not all, the underlying beneficiaries have also been identified. Identification rates vary by colony, with significantly lower figures for colonies with large francophone or Hispanic populations, such as St Lucia or Honduras (Table 1) . Here, the unidentified larger claimants appear to be almost without exception individual slave-owners of French or Spanish origin whose economic and social position, whether resident or absentee, falls outside the scope of this analysis. In the case of other colonies, the unidentified are disproportionately women -for whom naming practices, limited active involvement in economic enterprise and lack of access to public office make reconstructing identities more difficult. There are also likely to be a disproportionate number of 'free coloureds' living in the colonies among this group of unidentified holders, again because their limited access to public office precludes ready identification. Of all these omissions, it is likely to be that of women which leads to modest systematic undercounting of the proportion of 'British' slave-owners.
Of the 4,260 identified awards over £500, 2,121 have been positively identified as absentees. Because absentees predictably held a disproportionate share of larger production units -estates -these absentee awards represent over sixty per cent. of the total compensation paid on claims above £500. 34 Again, there is significant variation by colony. The grouping of colonies in Table 2 below by chronology of settlement (which follows Higman's classification) tends to suggest a correlation between the passage of time and the level of absenteeism. 35 However there are exceptions. As has been recognized, Barbados was an atypical colonial slave society, with a majority of resident slave-owners. Very high levels of absenteeism are shown for the other original sugar colonies, and for those seized in 1763 with the exception of Dominica. By contrast, the newer territories of St Lucia and Trinidad, where British rule was overlaid on pre-existing planter communities, have lower rates of British absenteeism. British Guiana has a relatively low 'simple' rate of absenteeism, but the absentees owned very large-scale production units, so based on the proportion of the enslaved and the value of compensation attributable to British slave-owners, it was economically an absentee society. The rate of absenteeism below 50% for larger claims for Jamaica appears low relative to estimates as high as 85% which have gained currency; but the £500 cut-off is lower than thresholds generally applied, which in seeking to isolate 'the plantation economy' use higher cut-offs. For awards for more than 100 slaves in Jamaica (equivalent to compensation of £1,500 or more), the compensation data shows that 654 out of 833 estates where ownership has been identified were in the hands of absentees, consistent with other analyses of Jamaican absenteeism. 36 For the smaller and far more numerous claims below £500, systematic work has not been undertaken claim-by-claim, but the records of the Commission, especially the letterbooks, have been used to identify absentee British slave-owners among the claimants, while claims for less than £500 have also been traced for absentees and residents identified by the work on claims above £500. Just fewer than one thousand awards among the claims below £500 have been identified as going to absentees in Britain. Many of these smaller awards bring rich anecdotal material with them, but the aggregate quantitative impact is small: the compensation to identified absentees in awards below £500 in aggregate amounts to a quarter of a million pounds, or less than two per cent of the total compensation paid for the Caribbean colonies (Chart 2).
INSTITUTIONS
Slave-owning was overwhelmingly a commercial or an individual undertaking: the recipients of compensations were partners in mercantile enterprises (in some cases incorporated, in many others not) and banks, or were private individuals. There are very few institutions or public organizations evident as slave-owners in the compensation records. One famous exception, of course, was the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts; its Treasurer, John Heywood Markland, was awarded £8,558 2s 2d for the 410 enslaved on the Society's Codrington estate in Barbadoes. 37 Local colonial charities and institutions such as workhouses were awarded compensation money in a small number of claims. 38 In Trinidad, the Crown itself pursued slave-compensation for the arrears of taxes of slave-owners. 39 In Britain, a handful of other institutions appear in the compensation process. The Minister and Elders of Kilmarnock lodged a counter-claim for the compensation for fifty-two slaves on the Down Castle estate in Trelawny, as legatees for £332 under the will of the former owner Thomas Paterson. 40 The Commissioners of Greenwich Hospital, which had earlier owned slaves in Jamaica, were involved in a number of claims which went to Chancery in the suit of Pratt v Willis. 41 But in general, the linkage between slave-ownership and British public institutions was indirect: slave-owners subscribed funding to institutions, rather than the institutions owning slaves directly.
MERCHANTS
The importance of the metropolitan merchants in the compensation process has long been recognized. The data suggests, however, that their relative importance has also been overstated. A claim-by-claim analysis, including cases of suspected 'mercantile interception', suggests just below four million pounds of the compensation from the West India colonies flowed to merchants in the metropolis, representing one-quarter of the total compensation and one-third of the identified compensation. The London mercantile nexus bears the classic hallmarks of the consignee interest, and dominated the Jamaica trade. Many of the same names -the Neaves, the Hibberts -recur between the 1790s and the 1830s, different generations of merchants intimately bound up with Jamaican estates and spanning the abolition of the slave-trade. But new capital was mobilized and invested in Trinidad and above all in British Guiana (Demerara, Essequibo and Berbice) from London as well as from Liverpool and Glasgow. The noticeable impact of compensation money on levels of liquidity in Liverpool was noted at the time, and linked to the investment in the burgeoning railway boom. 42 Many London bankers were involved in the compensation process, although most (in contrast to the merchants) appear to have had only limited exposure to a handful of owners. Thus Baring Brothers appear as counter-claimants against Wolfert Katz, the largest slave-owner in British Guiana, under what seems to have been a single, but very large, mortgage entered into in the mid 1820s. Nathan Mayer Rothschild, who organized the public loans which financed the compensation to slaveowners, himself appears as a counter-claimant in a single claim: his executors were awarded the compensation. 43 By contrast, Smith, Payne & Smith, a bank with unimpeachable Evangelical connections, was a very large-scale claimant by virtue of its lending to the collapsed London merchant and consignee firm of Manning & Anderdon. Its lawyers, the City firm of Freshfields which remains one of Europe's leading law-firms, were very active as trustees on behalf of Smith, Payne and Smith, and in one case counter-claimed themselves to recover unpaid legal bills incurred by a slave-owner. 44 
RENTIERS
Absentee rentiers, those without mercantile involvement who nevertheless drew on the slave-economy for the profits of direct ownership or for legacies, annuities and mortgages, account for the same proportion of the compensation as the merchants. This suggests a different pattern than that previously accepted for metropolitan ownership of the enslaved, and raises questions as to how such ownership fitted with British society in its abolitionist moment.
The two thousand or so absentee rentier awards (half above and half below £500) involved perhaps ten thousand claimants in metropolitan society in different capacities (assuming an average of a little above two claimants for each successful uncontested award, and ten individuals each on average as successful and unsuccessful claimants in the generally more complex contested awards).
The absolute number of absentees thus remains small: the population of Great Britain and Ireland after all was 26.6 million in 1841. But the absentees were concentrated, socially and geographically, and, it is argued, had significance beyond their numbers.
For example, over a hundred MPs who sat in Parliament between 1820 and 1835 have been identified in the records of the Compensation Commission, of whom some two-thirds were owners and the remainder trustees or executors. Higman placed the 'West India interest' in the unreformed Parliament of 1831 as thirty-one MPs, falling to nineteen in the Commons of 1833. The analysis of the compensation data, however, suggests that nearly fifty MPs in the House of Commons in 1831 and nearly forty in 1833 had sufficient direct interest in slavery to be personally part of the compensation process. 46 This analysis takes no account of spokesmen in the House of Commons for the West India interest who had no direct stake in slavery by 1833, such as Sir Richard Vyvyan or R. Hart Davis. Nor does this analysis take account of family relationships: for example, Thomas Frankland Lewis, the MP for Radnor and minor Ministerial politician, was the brother-in-law of Sir George Cornewall, awarded £3,825 10s 6d compensation for 139 enslaved on his La Taste plantation in Grenada. 47 The wife of the leader of the abolitionists in Parliament, Thomas Fowell Buxton, was the niece of Mary Woodley, who was awarded £2,925 4s 2d for 172 slaves on St Kitts settled on her by her father William Woodley: one of the trustees of Mary Woodley's marriage settlement was the Rev. Gerard Noel, a prominent abolitionist who spoke at the third annual meeting of the Anti-slavery Society in 1828. 48 Even amongst MPs for the new industrial areas, linkages to the slaveeconomy occur, although in general in the geography of British slaveowning it is noteworthy how few slave-owners came from the manufacturing areas of Yorkshire, the West Midlands or, apart from Liverpool and its hinterland, from Lancashire. Nevertheless, William Feilden, the MP for Blackburn, who was married to a daughter of Catherine Haughton Jackson, claimed compensation. 49 It should also be noted that there was not a direct 'read across' from slave-owning to anti-abolitionism (or indeed to wider anti-Reform reaction) amongst the MPs benefiting from compensation. In many cases, of course, there was, but there are counter-examples: Edward Protheroe jun. ran on an abolitionist platform in Bristol in 1831; in contesting Liverpool, William Ewart embraced the need for immediate steps towards abolition; and during the period of Apprenticeship in 1837, in contesting Lyme Regis the supporters of William Pinney (son of John Frederick Pinney, a major slave-owner and recipient of compensation) ran a ferocious anti-slavery campaign against Renn Hampden, the Barbadian slave-owner. In most such cases, pro-abolition sentiment went hand-in-hand with consistent demands for compensation, but Alexander Baring, the retired senior partner of Baring Brothers, actually voted against compensation in 1833. 50 Consistent with Smith's work on the Harewood family, gentry characteristics recur amongst the absentee owners, and some regional networks are readily identifiable, such as that around the brewer and slaveowner Benjamin Greene and his son Benjamin Buck Greene in Suffolk, who managed both their own and other plantations on St Kitts on behalf of local neighbours in Suffolk. 51 Although there are a number of members of the nobility among the beneficial recipients of compensation, such as the Duke of Cleveland, the Earl of Balcarres, the Earl of Romney and Lord Seaford (and hence the Howard de Walden family), few lordlieutenants -the pinnacle of county society -are visible in the compensation records, but in each of the rounds of nominations for the post of sheriff from 1819 to 1834, between five and ten of the hundred or so nominees later appear as recipients of slave-compensation.
Strong evidence of Anglicanism runs through the compensation recipients. There are over one hundred Anglican clergymen as awardees or claimants in the records of the slave-compensation commission. Many, predictably, were serving as trustees and to a lesser extent as executors, but more were slave-owners. In the context of almost 10,000 livings in England, this is not a large number: only one per cent of Church of England clergymen were involved directly. Nevertheless, ownership again was concentrated in particular sub-groups, and slave-owners were prominent in institutions representing a newly reassertive Anglicanism. British slaveowners predictably were the backbone of the Society for the Conversion, Religious Instruction and Education of Negro Slaves, reanimated, as the Anti-slavery Reporter bitterly remarked, only when abolitionist sentiment returned in 1823. 52 But away from direct involvement in the West India slave-economy, the subscription lists for the Anglican King's College London contain multiple slave-owners: fourteen of 111 initial donors of £50-100 and thirteen of a second group of 121 donors and subscribers in 1828 later collected slave-compensation. 53 Such allegiances and identities continued beyond Emancipation. When the National Society for Promoting the Education of the Poor in the Principles of the Established Church throughout England and Wales established a sub-committee to raise funds for schools in manufacturing and mining districts, ten of the hundred contributors of £100 and seven out of 104 donors of £50 in the second appeal had received slave-compensation. 54 The Morant Bay uprising was thirty years after the compensation process, but of the sixty-eight Committee members of the Eyre Defence & Aid Fund, a dozen are identifiable as recipients of slave-compensation or immediate descendants of such recipients.
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There were also geographic concentrations in provincial centres of genteel leisure, notably Cheltenham, Bath, and Clifton, as well as along the south coast, including Southampton and Brighton. Conversely, as noted previously, there were very few rentiers from the industrial cities of Lancashire and Yorkshire, or from the West Midlands. Scots make up some fifteen per cent of the absentee awards, against ten per cent of the population of the Great Britain and Ireland. 56 S. Loinsworth, the General Inspector of Hospitals, wrote from Bath to claim for two domestic servants who were with him in England. The Commission pointed out that the Act only embraced those in a condition of slavery as of 1 August 1834: by virtue of being in England, Loinsworth's servants were free. But he persisted, acknowledging that they were indeed in England:
yet by more than one Decision of the English courts of justice, they would have become, or returned, to a state of slavery had they returned to the West Indies prior to the passing of the Abolition Act, and as slaves could have been sold by Mrs Loinsworth and myself, and he repeated his demand for compensation 'as it could never be contemplated by the framers of the Act, to deprive Individuals of their Property without some compensation in return'. 58 Women by contrast tended to use the conventions of submission and vulnerability. Nevertheless, women correspondents demonstrated insight into the implications for them of the compensation process, although few so keenly as Dorothy Little, the widow of the Rector of Hanover Simon Little, who had died in 1802, since when she had lived in England. She received an annuity from the Clergy Fund of Jamaica, 'much reduced in late years, and now 32 pounds sterling only per annum' as a result of the threat from 'anarchy and revolution' in Jamaica, but relied primarily on the income from renting out the enslaved people whom she owned.
They will I fear be put down [classified] as inferior labourers, for out of the whole number (14) 10 of them are females, but from that very circumstance they have been more valuable to me than if they had been very strong men, for they have more than doubled their original number, and of course doubled my income.
The annual rent from her slaves had been never less than £80 sterling during the fifteen years prior to 1832, when the valuation was reduced and the rental fixed at £80 Jamaican currency (or around £57 sterling). She calculated that her compensation at £26 per slave would not exceed £364 sterling and her income would not be more than £12 14s 9d (she was evidently assuming she would reinvest the compensation in government securities yielding 3.5% per annum). More likely, she said, the owner of the estate would refuse to rent any who are infirm, throwing back the support of 'one aged slave and two children' upon her. She complained of 'the breach of the immutable principles of Religion and Justice which will be committed in thus depriving an aged widow of her property without any fault alleged on her part', and pointed out the different positions of those who were owners of enslaved only and those with estates: at the end of seven years [the period of forced labour under apprenticeship] the former would have nothing, the latter would still have their estates on which to deploy hired labour.
She believes there are many in her situation, but that they are principally widows and orphans, and she is sorry to perceive that the large Proprietors have not had the generosity to put forward their particular situation. 60 The story of Ann Gibbons of Ardagh near Newport in the county of Mayo brings together many of the themes of entitlement, the agency of women and its limitations, the language of patronage, the conflict between executors and legatees, the conflict within families and the difficulties of distance, themes which permeate the records of rentier involvement in the compensation process. She submitted a Memorial from 5 Richards Buildings, Shoe Lane in 1837:
That your Honourable Board's Mem[orialis]t has travelled with her daughter under an expense the badness of her circumstances can ill afford from the Western provinces of Ireland to lay the claims of her sick husband Peter Gibbons before His Majesty's First Minister Lord Viscount Melbourne who with his usual humanity and justice which has so uniformly marked his administration has directed Mem[orialis]t by letter to lay her case before your Hon. Board.
The uncle of Peter Gibbons, the original proprietor of Rosemount, in Jamaica, had died in 1800 leaving £500 ('now thirteen hundred pounds with interest') to his nephew Peter. However, the uncle's widow Rosetta remarried to William Hughes, whom she made joint executor of the will of her first husband. Hughes did not pay the legacy, despite repeated applications from Gibbons, 'Hughes well knowing that poor Gibbons was not in circumstances to go to law'. Gibbons commenced proceedings but 'for want of pecuniary means' stopped. Hughes and his wife had both now died intestate; shortly after the deaths, a gentleman in Jamaica had sent Gibbons a power of attorney to enable him to take possession of the estate, but Gibbons had refused 'until the claim should be laid before you'.
That so convinced was the Marquis of Sligo of the justice of the Mem[orialis]t's claim that although on the immediate eve of departure from this country when the Mem[orialis]t arrived in London and consequently engaged in preparing for a journey he signed the memorial to Lord Melbourne, being himself fully convinced of the truth of her Story and of the injury which had been done to herself and her infirm husband and Large and unprotected female family . . . in addition to the extreme ill health of the Mem[orialis]t's Husband through which she a delicate and friendless woman has been obliged to journey to his Metropolis her extreme poverty is such that she is scarcely able to procure the necessarys of life or pay for the obscure lodging at which she is forced to sojourn much less to obtain the aid of legal advice to assist her . . . Mem[orialist] flings herself for redress and commiseration on your Honble. Board.
This was followed later in the year by another Memorial, from Francis Walters of Castlebar, County Mayo, who alluded to the presence earlier in London of Anne Gibbons and her daughter Sabina in pursuit of this claim, recounted the same factual background to the claim by Peter Gibbons but said that with Peter Gibbons's subsequent death, his children became rightful heirs, and Ann Gibbons could not claim their right as if she got it she would soon spend it foolishly as she had already done with £500 that was got from Jamaica and left her children ever since in poverty by means of her extravagance . . . as soon as she heard of said Hughes and his Wife being dead she (said Anne Gibbons the most unnatural of women) caused Sabina her daughter and Mem[orialis]t's wife to rob him of a large sum of money and took her off to England leaving two other daughters behind in poverty. Mem [orialist] further states that it was on account of said property that he married the daughter of said Peter Gibbons and hopes your Hon. Board will protect him and give him his portion of said compensation money . . . being one-third.
However, as the Commission wrote to Mrs Ann Gibbons originally, it was too late. The Commission had awarded £2,372 5s 7d to William Hughes in November 1835, and it was out of their jurisdiction: 'under the circumstances, it is not in the power of the Commission to afford you any relief'. 61 But whatever the language of discourse, the extent of understanding of the economics of compensation for slave-owners, or the ultimate success or failure of efforts to secure compensation, the compensation process had transformed slave-ownership into a valuable right, with a monetary value, redeemable for cash. In response, thousands of British men and women claimed and contested for compensation, actively seeking the identity as slave-owners which few had previously embraced.
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Analysis of the slave-compensation records suggests first that more than half of compensation, probably between fifty-five and sixty per cent, did indeed flow directly to metropolitan British owners, and secondly that half of that compensation went to, and stayed with, rentier owners. These rentiers were concentrated geographically and socially. They nevertheless remained a minority: consistently across the institutions analysed, slave-owning rentiers account for around ten per cent of the relevant population. Slave-owning was not universal even within the tiers of landed gentry where it was most concentrated. But it did permeate certain sectors of British society, where it was routine, unexceptional and unexceptionable.
The compensation records represent, by definition, a comprehensive portrait of slave-ownership at a point in time. They also capture the cumulative impact of the transmission of slave-ownership over time for those who still held slaves. But the compensation records, and this research, can tell us only very limited things about those families, firms or individuals who had held slaves but who had sold out by the 1830s, after extracting wealth from the slave-economy over many years. Therefore, no claims are made here to providing a basis for a complete picture of Britain's debt to slavery.
However, the findings from the Compensation Commission's records do force a reassessment of earlier (and indeed recent) prosopographies of British elites. Rubinstein has sought to wipe the slate clean of linkages between slavery and the Victorian rich: 'no English millionaire ever made his money from the slave-trade or the ownership of slaves', a claim repeated in the second edition of his Men of Property.
62 This is not a tenable claim even in its own terms, given that Rubinstein acknowledges his omission from the first edition of Philip John Miles, an MP, West India merchant and large-scale slave-owner. But more broadly it elides the connections between slavery and nineteenth-century British wealth: of the eleven other British millionaires Rubinstein identifies as dying between 1809 and 1849, two (Nathan Mayer Rothschild and the Duke of Cleveland) were awarded slave-compensation by the Commissioners, the firm of another (William J. Denison) acted as agent for owners in the compensation process and two others (Sir Robert Peel and Richard Arkwright) made their money from slave-grown cotton. This is not in any way to argue that Britain's wealth derives entirely from slavery. As has been observed elsewhere, it is not necessarily the case that men were rich because they owned slaves: often they appear to have owned slaves because they were rich. But 'slave property' permeated certain sections of British society, and it appears important to be as precise as possible about the interweaving of that property with other forms of wealth in Britain.
Men and women die: but firms, families and institutions may well survive over long periods. Assets -including the compensation money paid to slave-holders -have passed legitimately from generation to generation of families, partners, or shareholders without exciting comment, although potentially attracting taxes on inheritance and transmission. The liabilitiesthe adverse moral or (potentially) financial consequences of slave-ownership -are forgotten or suppressed. But can one be separated from the other? There are firms, families and institutions in Britain today that benefited not only from the profits generated by slavery but from the compensation process which marked its passing. In the United States, much historical work is now being done, on behalf of financial institutions in particular, to research and document the specific linkages of those institutions and their precedent firms with slavery in the nineteenth century: in some cases, firms and other organizations, including educational institutions, are establishing and funding specific programmes in acknowledgement of these linkages. 63 The first step in a similar discussion here is surely the identification of those entities in Britain to which the debate is most relevant: this paper and the research underpinning it mark an initial contribution to that process of identification.
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